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Originally published in 1929 by the Rosicrucian Press, "Here, for the first time, is a simple system
whereby anyone may determine the fortunate and unfortunate daily, monthly and yearly periods of
his life, thereby knowing when to do and when not to do anything that has an important bearing
upon the progress of his career or the attainment of self-mastery. No other reference books,
almanacs, or charts are necessary there are no complicated mathematical problems. Here is a
fascinating, intriguing, astonishing book that will be a companion for many years." Contents Include
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Have you ever made an important decision, based upon all the information you thought was
available to you, only to encounter utter disaster afterwards? Self-Mastery and Fate With the Cycles
of Life can actually prevent this scenario from happening. This is truly one of the most remarkable
and useful volumes I've ever encountered. The author (Dr. H. Spencer Lewis) explains in great
detail a cosmological system that will give you much better direction in making important decisions.
The system is specifically based upon individual periods of YOUR life, such as times of the year and
day (as well as other time periods), and how the appropriate time peiods pertain to your decision
making processes. The system is easy to learn (but it is NOT for "dummies"), and I know from
personal experience that it WORKS! I consider this work to be one of the most valuable books I ever
owned. I recommend that you buy a copy and study it for yourself. You will be glad you did.

I have owned this book for 7 years and have lived my life by it. Every event described has been
suprisingly true. I have not been able to prove it wrong. By outlining my yearly cycles as described
in this book, I can make the right decisions and plan for the good times and the bad times. This
book has helped me be successfull in everything I do by telling me the right time to do it.Mike

I must admit I was suspicious when I purchased this used beat-up old book from a used bookstore
but there was something about the title that grabbed me. So I purchased it. And what a treat!!! Once
you get pass the first view chapters that are advertsing the rest of the book, the author begins to
share rhythm and patterns of time going from large to small cycles. Moreover, he then talks about
the energies availiable at certain periods. So far, I am half-way thru the book and I am taking steps
to incorporate the teachings in my life. But since I've been journaling for over 15 years, I am
beginning to see the episodes that I attributed to chance and coincidence being more a part of the
cycle I was in at that time in my life. Eventhough, the writing is ok at best the quality of information
present in this book makes it a 5/5.

This book can teach you to have more control over your life by using the system that is outlined in
the book. I have used it for quite some time now, and it works. If you notice that you feel more
stressed at certain times of the day, this book will tell you why. Not only will it tell you why, it will help
you to overcome it. This book can help you master your life.

For those people who can see patterns in their lives and that have the understanding that
everything is a cycle, this book is an invaluable tool. It seems to align with The Life You Were Born

to Live by Dan Millman, only it fills in some of the missing blanks. A must have.

If you had known HOW to use chart D in the book , you would have gone "short " in the stock
market after 9/11 .I did. As for travel , it was a very good day to travel away from new york. The first
news accounts said that over 5,000 people are in the World Trade Center every morning.Well,
3,000 traveled somewhere else on that day.---Use it be fore you knock it.

AMORC is a great way to learn about the universal laws that are in place in every life form in the
universe. This particular book has excellent references and information that anyone can
understand. Great book.

This rare book is the best guide for make my personal, financial and business decisions 4 years
ago. I would like to haVe this excellent book before because I am sure that with it's help I made
better choices. Anyway If you want to escape from the affairs of the "luck", study this book and you
will find that "there is a correct time for each thing"......It works!!!!!! How do you feel, and how are
your things into the last month before your Birthday??? I am sure that the answer is not very
optimistic,....but it can be fixed, look into the book why. T his book contains cycles for your business,
health, and much more. it is an simple and easy way to go safe by the life.Some of things I will leave
for my son when I go away from this world it this book.
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